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DEFINING ATHEISM
Atheism is the belief that no deities exist. This belief is rational for people who have never had or
cannot recall having any religious experience such as an out of body experience. For these people,
reaching this conclusion is the only reasonable choice they can make. For them, their belief is honest
because they simply cannot conceive of any other possibility. However, should someone in this class
then have some type of religious experience, the honest thing to do would be to reevaluate their previous
conclusions.
Militant atheism is a fixed belief system which asserts that no deities exist and that physical reality is the
only reality. It argues that this position is undeniable and that anyone who will not accept it must be
converted, punished or even killed. This fixed belief system will not accept any evidence that tends to
contradict its beliefs and seeks "rational" evidence to explain away religious level experiences as unreal
events. It is the most pervasive form of atheism in contemporary society.
For example, scientifically verifiable techniques to view and therefore prove the existence of the Astral

dimension have been around for over one hundred years. Dicyanin dye was initially used to view the
human aura which is normally invisible in the physical dimension. Scientists responded by ignoring the
evidence and restricting sale of dicyanin so you can no longer get it. Problem solved. Next came
Kirlian photography. It became a popular fad and kits to do it were available. Once it was realized that
this process was actually capturing hard copy photos of the aura, the kits became much harder to find
and scientists, who, as atheists, must deny anything which would compromise their beliefs, simply
dismissed the whole thing as "phenomenon". In a more recent development, experimenters working
with state of the art night vision devices found that, if the type of gas in the imaging tube was changed,
the night vision device would become an Astral vision device. No one really wants to talk about that.

MARRIAGE OF SCIENCE AND ATHEISM
By itself, atheism has little direction. However, when atheism is married with science to form scientific
atheism, it becomes a potent directed force. Science provides atheism with the equivalent of a religious
doctrine. From this marriage we get, for example, Darwinian evolutionary theory which formed the
basis for the Nazi movement and survives and thrives today as various flavors of the eugenics
movement. Scientific atheism is essentially the "religion" of the denial of religion or, the "antireligious" religion. It is just as determined to convert people to its philosophy as religious zealots are to
convert people to whatever their belief system may be. Scientific atheism, however, has the advantage
of being the official state religion of the United States and other industrialized nations, although they
never specifically admit to this.
Scientific atheism is the key component of the "holy trinity" of beliefs which stabilize the industrialized
world. The other two components are "dialectical materialism" and "economic determinism". However,
neither of these two can survive without scientific atheism. If there should ever be some type of spiritual
awakening, people would abandon materialism and economic desires would fade. To maintain the
world as it now exists, the oligarchs who run this place know that they must defend scientific atheism at
all costs and crush dissent. In the United States, the "buzzword" for this is national security.

PATHWAYS TO SPIRITUAL DE EVOLUTION
Long before the United States or even the Masons came into existence, some people with occult
knowledge, whom today are generally referred to as "the priestcraft", came up with a scheme to allow
them, over time, to take control of the general population and manage them using fear and ignorance.
These were the learned people of the time, a period when most were illiterate. Realizing that they were
"smarter than the average bear", they decided that it was only right that they should rule the place.
To understand this scheme, we need to understand how Souls enter this world. When pregnancy occurs,
a Soul, generally from the Astral plane, enters the new body thru the soft spot at the top of the head.
This, incidentally, is the basis for the belief that the top of the head is a special place and should be

covered. Scarfs, turbans, skull caps and even ordinary hats are used today because of this ancient
knowledge, although the Spiritual reasons have now been largely forgotten. The thoughts and general
state of consciousness of the mating couple affect the quality of the Soul's journey from its previous
home to its new home as a human baby on the physical plane. If there is genuine love and desire to
bring a child into this world, the journey of the Soul will be smooth and peaceful. The probability that
the Soul will remember its previous existence and develop psychic abilities is greatly increased.
Knowing this, and desiring to control humanity, the priestcraft designed PSYOPS [although that word
had not yet been coined] to interfere with this natural process by spreading lies which would cause
people to become conflicted and confused about sex. They remain with us today and are reinforced by
mainstream religion. Implanting thoughts such as "sex is sin", "sin brought you into this world", sex is
evil, dirty and so on causes people to be in a compromised state when a child is conceived. This, when
coupled with the notion that it is bad to enjoy sex and emotions should be repressed, pretty much
guarantees that the new child will be Spiritually confused and unlikely to have any psychic skills. The
child should easily accept scientific atheism as truth.
All of these "bad" things are nature's way to create the ideal conduit to bring a Soul safely from one
plane to the next. When you deliberately eliminate or suppress this natural process, you seriously
degrade the quality of the lifetime the new child will experience. It makes natural conception essentially
equivalent to an unemotional trip to a sperm bank. The required emotional link does not exist.
Today, thanks to science, we have more direct methods to keep people psychically incompetent such as
adding poison to the water [Fluoride], polluting the air, encouraging drug use and playing with the food
supply. Additionally, constant war, fear mongering and the promotion of hate between different beliefs
and classes keeps the masses confused and emotionally drained.

DEAD SPIRITUAL SCHOOLS VS ATHEIST SCHOOLS
Most mainstream religions are dead spiritual schools. This means that, at one time, one or more people
with direct Spiritual access started these schools. At that time, they were legitimate. However, when
these people died, direct access was lost and the followers had to rely on "doctrine". Since doctrine was
subject to interpretation by people who had no direct Spiritual access, the followers could be instructed
to do most anything.
People in these dead spiritual schools are essentially "functional atheists". Consider someone saying, "I
have read a dozen books on swimming. Therefore, I consider myself to be an expert swimmer even
though I have never been in the water". Reading doctrine is not going to be of much assistance when
you actually die, find yourself alone and have to navigate thru the Astral dimensions. Unless you have
actually had direct experiences either on your own or with a competent guide or master, all the holy
books in the world will be of little practical use to you.
Therefore, mainstream religion and atheism are relatively compatible. The atheist says, "I don't believe"

and the churchgoer says, "I believe - but I can't explain what I believe". So, both groups are pretty much
lost Souls. Atheist societies, therefore, have no real dispute with mainstream religion. Actually, it helps
keep the sheeple calm. As Karl Marx put it, "Religion is the opium of the people". Of course, he is
referring to garden variety mainstream religion. Legitimate Spirituality is different. It's the "real deal"
and totalitarian systems fear it because they know access to the truth will end their existence.

SCIENTIFIC ATHEISM IN INDUSTRIALIZED SOCIETIES
The official philosophic system of the working or slave class in industrialized societies is scientific
atheism. Although religions exist and are not prohibited, they are impotent. Because of the way
education is structured, people are basically "wired for atheism" from an early age. You can't be trained
to explain everything you see in scientific terms and then expect to be changed by singing religious
songs for an hour or so every week. Whenever you acknowledge the concept of evolution, for example,
you are affirming that you are an atheist. If you accept that physical reality is all that exists, you affirm
that you are an atheist. Since everything is explained from the atheist perspective it is difficult to escape
from this thought process which has been programmed into you since birth.
There are also real consequences for anyone who is part of the academic community and is found to
believe in, say, Creationism. They will generally find their career is ended. The academic community
will not tolerate anything which contradicts Darwinian evolutionary theory which is based upon atheism.
You won't be welcome in republican politics in the US either. They worship Ayn Rand, an author who
first became popular in the 1960's. Rand was an atheist and advocated that rich people had rights and
that the poor and sick should be left to die.

DIRECTORATE LEVELS IN INDUSTRIALIZED SOCIETIES
The people at the directorate level of the industrialized societies are not atheists. They are occult
practitioners who follow the left hand path or the path of evil. They know about GOD and about the
other planes of existence. However, they have chosen to reject them. They seek dominance of physical
reality and the pleasures of physical existence. These pleasures and the love of power over the innocent
would not be available to them on higher planes. Therefore, they have no desire to "ascend". Now that
they have figured out how to eliminate physical death with top secret medicine, they feel very safe and
comfortable.
In order to guarantee their comfort, they need slaves. The masses of the Earth, or "the herd", as the
united nations likes to call them, are bred and maintained as one would manage cattle or sheep [sheeple]
and are controlled by various PSYOPs, such as the PSYOP of scientific atheism.

OCCULT RESEARCH
Occult research by government scientists is relatively new. Trained in scientific atheism, they originally
refused to consider such things to be real. Rumors persisted, however, of research in Russia which was
proving productive. Russia, incidentally, publicly recognizes legitimate psychics. Some key events in
the US were to jump-start the occult research program. One was LSD. Another was Robert Monroe.
Robert Monroe could Astrally project at will. However, he was not religious and was not interested in
Spirituality. Because of this, he was not opposed to hanging out with government scientists, telling them
everything he knew and allowing himself to be used in experiments. He refused to use the accepted
occult nomenclature which had been in use for hundreds of years. Although he was doing Astral
projection, he wanted to call it out of body experiences. When he went somewhere, he would call it
"location 1". When he went somewhere else, he would call it "location 2" and so on. There is still no
"rosetta stone" to translate his experiences into standard occult nomenclature. The great advantage to
the government was that Monroe had no occult ethics. Secret mystic groups around the world have been
doing all this stuff for centuries. However, for good reason, they will not talk to infidels. They protect
the secrets of the Creation from the evil and uninitiated. Monroe, however, would talk to anyone. He
helped initially create the remote viewer program. Today, secret occult research is carried on by the
Stanford Research Institute, a spin off of Stanford University.
The government is extremely interested in the Astral planes. However, they seek knowledge for military
purposes and not for any kind of Spiritual enlightenment. They seek knowledge for power over others, i.
e., they seek occult knowledge for evil.

UNDERSTANDING THE CONCEPT OF UP VS OUT
Space, the final frontier Well, not exactly. Space is a frontier, that part is true. However, it is pretty
lame compared to the real final frontier. The final frontier is the space which lies beyond the Creation.
It is the energy field where we were born and to which, as Souls, we desire to return.
"Final frontier space" is in the out direction while our true final destination is in the up direction.
Scientific atheism, of course, preaches that there is no up direction - that physical reality is all that
exists. It is a convenient philosophy designed to make sure the slaves "stay on the farm" and do not go
wandering away. Of course, it's pure crap, but most people buy into it.
Ordinary people are not even allowed to know about progress in the out direction, i.e., what you would
find if you traveled into deep space. That's classified too. Anyway, what you would find would be other
civilizations which are not all that different from what we have here. Technology levels will vary and
Spiritual development levels will vary. But, for the most part, physical existence is pretty much physical
existence regardless of where you go. IGC classifies physical life forms by a form code and a state of
consciousness code. Form codes are going to be different from civilization to civilization but the state

of consciousness code is universal and applies equally to all life forms. We have discussed the standard
form codes for humans such as UO and SU. The state of consciousness codes are for Spiritual
sophistication. Codes above 3108 are considered Spiritually aware and those below 3108 are considered
Spiritually challenged. We go into details about this stuff in our technical book, TEXT.
If you decide to go in the up direction you will first find the Astral planes. Here, none of the "science"
you worked so hard to figure out in physical reality will do you any good. You will have to adjust to a
new set parameters which have little relationship to anything you experienced here on earth.
All of the lower planes are different and operate by different rules. However, they have some
commonalties. First, they all have the quality we call duality. Secondly, and most important, they are
temporary creations. Why were they built, you ask? They were built for you. They are the equivalent
of playpens and kindergartens to nurture and protect you as you grow as a Soul. However, they are
impermanent. One of the quotes from Jesus that seems to have survived censorship and translation is,
"What would you have if you gained the whole world but lost your Soul?" Not much - it's a bad bargain
since your Soul is imperishable but the world is not.

PATHWAYS IN TECHNOLOGY
During the past 100 years or so, incredible technological advances have occurred. If these advances had
been used for the general benefit of humanity, the Earth would be a paradise today. There would be so
much clean free energy available that you would not be able to use it all. People would be healthy and
disease would be virtually eliminated. War would not exist. Contact with other worlds would be routine
and people could choose to live on other planets. All the basic creature comforts such as food, clothing,
shelter and access to medical care would be guaranteed to all. Unfortunately, it was decided to use the
technology differently.
All the things above were developed and exist today. However, it was decided that only the select elite
should have them. Then, the same technology which created the secret paradise that the elite now enjoy
was used in reverse to create a living hell for everyone else. Disease cures were classified and withheld.
The food supply was trashed. Advanced medical knowledge was used to manufacture new deadly
diseases. Knowledge of other worlds was classified. Natural sources of pure water used for thousands
of years were identified and deliberately poisoned by technologies such as fracking. Unending wars
were started. People were left to starve - babies died of hunger. In the paradise where the elite lived,
they laughed and joked at all of this suffering as they sat in hot tubs with naked girls, drinking and doing
cocaine.
This is the world we have today and this is why we have it.

ENFORCEMENT OF SCIENTIFIC ATHEIST BELIEFS

The Creation comes complete with various attributes. Some are obvious. Some are not. Not too long
ago, people had no idea that the electromagnetic spectrum existed. Of course, it had always existed.
Once people figured it out and started using it for radio, the government decided it was important and
proclaimed that they "owned" it. They let people use it if they asked for a government license and
hunted down people who tried to use it without government permission.
The psychic spectrum, which the government likes to call "the ether", has likewise always existed.
Unlike the electromagnetic spectrum, however, it is in use. Psychics have used this spectrum even since
man existed. The government, however, has generally been unaware of this spectrum. All this changed
around the 1950's when government agents discovered that they could train psychic spies to use this
spectrum for what they called "remote viewing". None of this is new. However it was new to the
government bureaucrats and the spies they trained were given high security clearances in the top secret
range. Remote viewers were trained to move backward and forward in time and "remotely" travel to
distant regions and "view" them - sort of like Doctor Who without the cute time travel gadget.
Once the government realized that the etheric spectrum existed and had decided that this knowledge was
top secret, the question arose, "does anyone else know about this?". Yes, they do. Lots of people do.
And, they have known about it for thousands of years. Clearly, this revelation was simply awful
because it meant that anyone who learned this technique - and anyone could - would be able to view
them and learn all their secrets. To make things even worse, the etheric spectrum is part of the religious
spectrum and the government is prohibited by the constitution from interfering with freedom of religion.
Like it did with the electromagnetic spectrum, the government decided to proclaim it "owned" the
etheric spectrum. However, it could not say this openly. Scientists set about figuring out ways to "jam"
this spectrum so that they could use it but others could not. This research got incorporated into the
various secret mind control [MK] projects which began about the same time. Scientists tried to alter the
brains of the general population with radio waves on frequencies tuned to the resonant frequency of the
brain cavity and a laundry list of other experimental techniques.
Eventually, the job of "psychic police" was given to psychiatrists. Sophisticated poisons were developed
which would cause Spiritual death in a person. People would remain technically alive, however all of
the so called "higher attributes" which distinguish man from lower animals would be destroyed. These
poisons were then marketed as psychiatric drugs and psychiatrists were given special legal powers
equivalent to the "judges" in the fiction movie "Judge Dredd". On their own authority, they were
empowered to grab anyone they wanted and force the Spiritual poisons upon them. Special laws were
passed to require "screenings" for school children so that potential psychics could be detected and
Spiritually killed at an early age. This program is ongoing. Statically, those given these slow poisons
die about 25 years sooner than the general population.

WHO OR WHAT WOULD QUALIFY AS THE "ANTI CHRIST"

The anti-christ is typically thought to be some creature which is the exact opposite of Christ - sort of like
matter and anti-matter. Some suggest that, when GOD created Christ, the anti-christ was also created
"to keep things in balance". We have gone into some detail about the Creation in other books such as
our "Essentials of Mysticism" book. The Creation has only one purpose. That purpose is to provide an
environment where young Souls are nurtured and stimulated to grow and mature into "adult Souls", for
want of better phrase. No legitimate administrative official in the Creation exists for the purpose of
deliberately causing harm to another Soul. The Creation and its legitimate administrators exist only to
foster Spiritual progress for all Souls.
Evil forces do exist, however they are not legitimate. Some Souls will always simply choose to act
against the will of GOD, either deliberately or out of ignorance. The so called anti-christ, then, is likely
not some super master villain. On Earth, the best definition of the anti-christ would be the set of
collective beliefs of the oligarchs who rule the planet and the collection of oligarchs who implement
these beliefs to the Spiritual detriment of the largely ignorant and gullible masses, that is the small
fraction of the top 1% against the remaining 99+%. This organized collective meets the classical
definition of the anti-christ because they hate GOD and therefore hate Christ and because they actively
work against the purpose of the Creation. We cover this in detail in our book "Satan's Nation".

MESSAGE FROM THE PAST
Years ago, either on radio or in the early days of television, a psychic was being interviewed. She was
asked what things would be like in the future. Among her replies was the statement, "In the future, the
stores will be filled with food but it will all be poison". We are now in "the future" and, guess what - she
was right. You won't drop dead on the spot if you take a bite from an apple, however you will be
consuming slow poison from essentially everything you eat because of pesticides, genetic engineering
and vaccines given to animals used for food.
In the final question, the psychic was asked if the world was coming to an end soon. Her reply was,
"No. The world cannot end yet because the most evil people have yet to be born." At this time, neither
young Bush or Obama had been born. We are now in the last years of the last period of time - the Iron
Age or Kali Yuga. It would not have been possible to have a Golden Age and the other previous ages if
sophisticated evil people had lived upon the earth because they would have wrecked everything. So,
these people have been kept "on ice" so to speak to prevent them from causing trouble. However, now,
in the last years of the final cycle before the dissolution, apparently they have been cut loose to roam the
earth once more. Although they will do everything they can to mess up the place, time is against them.
When the dissolution comes, they will not be returning. They will go back "in the cooler" where they
will stay while the innocent Souls enjoy the new Golden Age, Silver Age and Copper Age. However,
when the Kali Yuga comes, they may again get human bodies and a new chance to either cause chaos or,
perhaps, change their ways and seek redemption.

